Tekskil Universal 19” Replacement LCD
Replace your aging LCD Prompter with a
Tekskil High Performance LED Replacement Prompter
Failing LCD prompter displays are a frequent
headache for broadcasters – these critical talent
support products lose contrast, go dim, or shut down
altogether without warning.
Tekskil’s 19RE prompter display is our solution for the
multitude of stations fed up with the downtime and cost
of unreliable prompter monitors. The 19RE is a purpose
built replacement monitor engineered to end the headaches
of failing displays with benchmark reliability, features, installation
ease and cost.
Reliability: The 19RE monitor incorporates a high bright LED backlit display with twin cooling fans and DC power
management, all housed in a rugged welded aluminum enclosure.
Features: The 19RE provides three image sizes – 15”, 17” and 19” – user selectable from the built-in custom scaler.
Enhanced contrast and panel brightness provide a crisp, easy to read talent display. Power consumption is
minimized with long-life energy efficient LED edge lights. The Tekskil universal replacement monitor can be
configured to replace your existing heads by simply switching the display size electronically - making it possible to
optimize display size to the beamsplitter format and to actively reconfigure for tight versus distant shots.
Installation: The 19RE has the correct mounting hardware built in for simple replacement of those failing displays
sold by other prompter companies. No additional brackets or adapters required. You reuse your existing tally
system, nothing could be simpler!
Cost: The 19RE monitor is half the cost (or less) of similar displays, and comes with an unheard of 7 year warranty.
We’ve built it to last and we’re prepared to stand behind it.

19RE specifications
Diagonal Screen Size:
(H x V)
Pixel Format (RGB):
LED Backlight Brightness:
Contrast Ratio:
Viewing Angle (H/V):
Composite Video (CVBS) Input:
Display Weight (complete):
Lamp Life:
12 VDC Input:
Power Consumption:
Warranty:

19 inches
(14.8" x 11.9")
1280 x 1024 (Native)
700 cd/m2 (approx 700 Nits)
2000:1
150º / 150º minimum
BNC (x1)
8.0 lbs.
80,000+ hours
Industry Standard XLR 4-Pin Male (x1)
44 Watts (12 VDC)
Seven years

Tired of getting the runaround from your current supplier?
Contact Tekskil for a quality, cost effective display solution…
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